The information provided here is for informational and educational purposes and current
as of the date of publication. The information is not a substitute for legal advice. Consult
your attorney for advice concerning specific situations.
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Sound familiar?
• Communications staff is working hard, and website,
publications, social media channels are all full of
great content
• Even so, feedback shows that your constituents are
missing significant pieces of information they need
from you

Reading and learning habits are
changing
• People want information in short bursts with the option of
digging deeper
• Days of 2,000+ word magazine articles or emails that scroll
multiple screens are over
• People get information from a variety of sources and take
minimal time to absorb it
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Repurposing and reusing content
is a good thing
• Maximizes use of staff time and effort
• Does require staff to be careful about whether they
are formatting the content appropriately for the
channel

SCORE
Strategic Content Organized for Reuse to
Engage
• Strategically reusing, recycling and reformatting
content
• Using content to tell your story in a deeper, more
engaging, way
• Drawing content from all available storehouses and
forming connections wherever possible

Platforms
Any tool your organization uses to communicate with
key audiences
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Website
Print/electronic publications
Email
Signage
Social media
Meetings
Word of mouth

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Press releases
Remote office interaction
News media
Surveys
Front line staff/receptionists
Stationary, business cards
Staff communication
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Steps for Successful SCOREing
1 – Audit all the communications tools you have
available to your organization
 Simple spreadsheet
 Add everything you can think of – traditional
channels and otherwise
 Think about your organization’s cycles – things
that come up every year

Municipal Association
content audit

Steps for Successful SCOREing
2 – Describe an organization-wide strategy, and
create goals if needed
 Long-range goals and short-range targets of
opportunity
 Don’t focus on creating more or new content, but
rather leverage the most and best use of existing
content, and adding to it if needed
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Steps for Successful SCOREing
3 – Brainstorm with entire organization, not just the
communications staff
 Invite as many departments as possible to have
input to help you figure out what you’re
overlooking

Steps for Successful SCOREing
4 – Identify new ways to push out existing content
again and again
 Don’t reuse content the same way
 Check data to see what content users are not
finding, or what they are searching for on website
and not finding
 Push people to find your deep content

Steps for Successful SCOREing
5 – Integrate the idea of SCOREing into all outreach
efforts
 Update editorial calendar and strategy as needed
 Keep tracking and evaluating, for you and for
management
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Municipal Association
content grid

Repurposing content through
City Connect blog
• Post promotes
Communication
Workshop
• Includes Uptown
story on social
media
• Links to
Achievement
Award videos
(Goose Creek)

Repurposing content through
City Connect blog
• Post includes
Uptown story
on public
comment
periods
• Highlights How
to Conduct
Effective
Meetings
handbook
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Social media engagement with
content

Focus on business license
standardization
• Internal and external education about the
standardized business license application
• Awareness of this business-friendly practice
• Drive to various areas of the website
• Membership reinforcement
• Link it all through social media

Business license standardization –
website
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Business license standardization –
Uptown

Business license standardization –
podcasts, social media

Focus on Main Street SC economic
incentives toolkit – outside blog posts
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Focus on Main Street SC economic
incentives toolkit – outside columns

Focus on Main Street SC economic
incentives toolkit – Uptown

Hometown Economic Development
Grant multiplatform plan
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Contact
Russell Cox
Uptown Editor and Digital Production Manager
Municipal Association of SC
rcox@masc.sc
www.masc.sc
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